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CBC FLOORING ROLLS OUT MATURE SELECT™ PREMIUM
RESILIENT SHEET FLOORING BY TOLI®
Featuring a no-wax ClearGuard™ wear layer & an expanded collection of woodgrain &
natural fleck colorways, Mature Select flooring delivers durable beauty especially designed for
high-traffic healthcare, education, & retail environments
CARY, N.C. (March 10, 2016) — CBC Flooring, a sustainability-focused flooring company
whose brands are synonymous with quality and environmental responsibility, announces the
rollout of the new Mature Select™ premium resilient sheet flooring from TOLI International®.
Combining an expanded collection of beautifully rendered woodgrain and natural fleck patterns
with a unique two-tier, no-wax wear layer that delivers long-lasting, maintenance-free
performance especially designed for high-traffic commercial flooring applications, Mature Select
premium resilient sheet flooring, available exclusively from CBC Flooring, delivers an ideal
balance of beauty, strength, affordability, and durability.
Developed as the next generation of TOLI’s industry-standard Mature™ commercial sheet
flooring, the new Mature Select product line provides interior designers with an extended array
of inviting aesthetic options that all exhibit exceptional resilience against heavy foot traffic,
allowing them to simultaneously improve commercial interiors and eliminate the expensive
maintenance required by conventional commercial sheet flooring. Currently available in 18 ultrarealistic woodgrain patterns in various shades, in addition to 12 new, natural fleck colorways in
earthy taupes, browns, grays, greens, blues, and reds — all of which are protected by TOLI’s
patent-pending ClearGuard™ transparent, two-tier, antibacterial wear layer — Mature Select
premium resilient sheet flooring actively resists stains and scuffs, and never requires waxing or
stripping, effectively reducing the total cost of ownership in high-traffic environments,
including: healthcare facilities, schools, retail stores, and corporate and government buildings.

“The market introduction of TOLI’s Mature Select premium resilient sheet flooring represents a
new industry standard for no-wax durability and performance,” said Chip Braulick, director,
CBC Flooring. “The highly advanced, antibacterial wear layer, combined with the expanded
palette of traditional woodgrain finishes and nature-inspired natural fleck colorways provide
designers with an array of options capable of creating inviting, aesthetically pleasing interior
experiences in high-traffic commercial environments without compromising on quality or overall
cost.”
Comprised of heat-fused compressed backing imbued with fiberglass reinforcements to resist
tears, gouges, and indentations, Mature Select resilient sheet flooring provides improved
pliability for easy installation and flash coving, and is compatible with heat-welded or
chemically-welded seams. Further, in accordance with CBC Flooring’s EcoVision policy,
Mature Select flooring is made with 10% post-consumer and 16% pre-consumer recycled content
to support environmental and sustainability initiatives, including the US Green Building
Council’s LEED® program, as well as California’s Section 01350 standard for indoor
environmental quality. Mature Select is also FloorScore® certified, and a Healthcare Product
Declaration® (HPD) is available upon request.
For more information about TOLI Mature Select premium resilient sheet flooring, available
exclusively from CBC Flooring, please visit http://cbcflooring.com/matureselect/. For all other
inquiries, please visit www.CBCFlooring.com or call 919-230-8700 between 8:30am and
5:30pm EST Monday through Friday.
About CBC Flooring
Headquartered in Cary, N.C., CBC Flooring has been a leader in the North, South, and Central
American commercial resilient flooring markets since its introduction of the TOLI brand more
than 25 years ago. Operating in accordance with the company’s EcoVision policy — which
strives to reduce waste, limit the consumption of natural resources, and preserve Earth’s
environment for future generations — CBC Flooring brands TOLI International®, CERES™
PVC-Free Flooring, Halo®, and Takiron® all meet strict guidelines for high recycled content,
high performance wear surfaces that result in reduced maintenance, PVC-free options, and
improved indoor air quality, and are each members of the US Green Building Council.
Additionally, all CBC Flooring brands are both ISO 9001 and ISO 14001 compliant.
CBC Flooring is a division of CBC AMERICAS Corp., a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Tokyo-based CBC Group, and part of a global network of import, export, trading, and
distribution companies strategically located throughout the world. The largest organization of
CBC’s companies, CBC AMERICAS Corp. has divisions in security products, chemicals,
pharmaceuticals, plastics, resins, and flooring.
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